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TyMusicDB gives you the
ability to find music and
to compare songs from
music sites like Pandora,
Amazon Music, etc. or
your own music
collection. With
TyMusicDB you can
search for music based on
musical fingerprints and
create playlists of similar
songs. TyMusicDB is able
to recognize up to 10.000
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different musical pieces
or other audio data
coming from a streaming
audio source (e.g. FM
tuner or microphone) in
fractions of a second. A
log file is created with a
detailed description of
which parts of certain
songs were played when,
and how long.
TyMusicDB is capable of
identifying a song by
"listening" to only a very
short fragment of it. This
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fragment may come from
a random position in the
song. Instead of storing
the entire audio data of a
song, only a small file
containing its digital
fingerprint is used for
recognition. It should be
noted that the program
cannot identify any songs
that you haven't added to
the database. Songs can be
imported from mp3 or
wav files or can be
directly recorded from an
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audio source. The
recognition algorithm is
designed to identify songs
based on their acoustical
properties and is thus very
robust against noise and
other distortion. If the
input signal is sufficiently
strong and has very little
noise (e.g. coming from
an FM tuner) a sample of
only 1 second in length
will suffice for a correct
identification. Note:
TyMusicDB is able to
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recognize only music from
licensed sources. This
means that users from
countries where
copyrighted music is not
allowed to be played or to
be provided over the
internet must add their
own songs or music
samples. Main features:
TymusicDB can identify
songs based on their
acoustical properties, this
means that TyMusicDB
only needs a small fraction
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of a complete song to
identify the song
TyMusicDB can identify
up to 10.000 different
musical pieces
TyMusicDB has an
extensive library of over
10.000 songs TyMusicDB
can identify a song based
on its acoustical properties
and allows to identify a
song from only a short
fraction of it TymusicDB
can sort the list of songs
by ratings, artist,
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popularity, genre, playing
time, etc. TyMusicDB can
download the song from
the internet as wav file,
mp3 file or.txt file
TyMusicDB has a high
accuracy level and can
identify almost any song
from any source which is
recorded by the user for
Tymusic
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The TyMusicDB is a free
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open source program for
real-time recognition of
musical pieces in your
Linux system. It's
designed to run on x86
PCs as well as on
embedded platforms. It
works with mp3, wav files
as well as with streaming
audio coming from an
audio source (e.g.
microphone). It can be
used for
detecting/classifying a
musical piece and
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generates a text
description based on this.
The full text may contain
a lot of information or is
as little as only a single
digit. The text is created
on the fly and provides a
clear overview of what the
algorithm has learned. A
log file is created with all
necessary information
about the music being
recognized and how long
it took to do so. The
recognition process takes
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only a fraction of a
second. Usually, the full
song can be recognized
within 2 or 3 seconds.
This often allows it to
identify the song while it
is still playing. In contrast
to other software-based
recognition systems
TyMusicDB is able to
recognize the song only
based on its acoustical
properties. This implies
that the program can
identify songs even if the
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exact position of the
fragments is unknown.
TyMusicDB is not bound
to any audio player, it can
be used as a standalone
program or as a shellintegrated music player.
Feature Highlights: Running on x86 PCs and
embedded platforms
(including ARM, MIPS) Recognizes mp3 and wav
files - Recognizes
streaming audio (not only
from audio streams but
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from any other audio
source) - Plays the
recognised song - Can
distinguish the song by its
unique fingerprint or full
song - No limitations on
the input signal size (e.g. 1
second sample lengths are
sufficient) - Implemented
with C language and the
opus-library - Uses
approximately 350 lines
of C code and
approximately 30 lines of
C++ code - Strongly
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optimized binary codes
for x86, PowerPC and
ARM architecture Characteristics of the
signal have to be
investigated at least within
a sub-sample frame of 64
ms - The database
contains "musical genre
tags", "The names of the
files" (when the song was
imported from a file),
"The size" and "The time
and date" in "The
beginning of the
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recognition" - The "Name
of the song" is created by
the software on the fly and
only has the description
after the recognition TyMusicDB can identify
any song which is
currently recognized.
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TyMusicDB is a
proprietary database of
music files in several
different formats.
TyMusicDB uses an
identification algorithm
which is not capable of
identifying any of your
current music collection.
TyMusicDB can only
recognize songs that you
have added to the
database. The software is
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designed to be a very
robust player which is able
to identify and play
musical pieces with little
or no audio signal strength
in the incoming audio
signal (e.g. coming from
an FM tuner). Other
features of TyMusicDB
include: Convert between
many music formats and
music formats of other
(corporative) players. e.g.
Windows Media Player
Set a default mp3 to play
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when a music file is
selected Set a default wav
to play when a music file
is selected Set a default
aux to play when a music
file is selected Display the
file path of selected songs
Display album art (when
available) and the artist
Metadata like title, genres
and authors Audio
formats supported by the s
oftware:.wav,.mp3,.mpg,.
wma,.m4a,.ogg,.mid,.aac,.
aif,.aiff,.axa,.at,.axml,.asc,
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.au,.cda,.cdaZ,.cue,.djvu,.
dmg,.eot,.epub,.epub3,.fd
b,.fda,.fb2,.fdc,.flac,.flacZ
,.flv,.gif,.gsm,.grid,.hqx,.h
uff,.m4v,.m4b,.mdz,.mda,
.mkv,.mka,.mku,.mid,.mi
di,.mif,.mng,.mo3,.mov,.
mp3,.mp4,.mpc,.mpcZ,.m
pd,.mpeg,.mpg,.mpga,.mp
gaZ,.mpo,.mpod,.mpq,.mp
v2,.mp2,.mp2Z,.mpa,.mpe
,.mpf,.mpg,.mpt,.mptZ,.m
pu,.mrw,.msc,.msm,.mp1,.
mp1Z,.mp4,
What's New in the?
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Features: * User-friendly
interface * Easy-to-learn
registration * Support for
about 30 languages *
Recognition of any song
in fractions of a second
without an audible clicknoise (input signal of
about 20-100mW) *
Detailed log file: a
description of the
recognition progress, what
was recognized, when, and
for how long * Possibility
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of customizing the search
string * Recording of
recognized audio data in 5
different modes (see
Description below) *
Automatically adjusts
pitch and volume *
Support for playing
identified audio data *
Playback of recorded
audio data only supported
by the program version
with drag and drop
support (i.e. a list of
currently played audio
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files is shown on the
desktop) * Encryption of
the recognition database *
Audio history *
Recognition of audio data
from streaming audio
sources * Recognition of
audio data from the
microphone * Recognition
of audio data from a
recorded audio source *
Ability to store the entire
audio file or only parts of
it * Recognition of songs:
PCM, AAC, MP3, AIFF,
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WAV or FLAC file
formats * Support for any
track length between 15
seconds and over 4
minutes (e.g. for longer
tracks TyMusicDB can be
used to recognize smaller
parts of the track) *
Support for any time
signature like 4/4, 4/8,
4/16 or 4/32 * Support for
any tempo, e.g. by speed
or rate. TyMusicDB
allows for up to 12
different speeds * Support
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for any volume level *
Support for any key/time
signature transposition *
Support for missing parts
of a track * Support for
repeating parts of a track
(precisely: repeating a
certain part of a track with
a certain length) * Support
for silence in tracks *
Support for changes in
instruments * Support for
changes in melody *
Support for riffs and other
instruments added to the
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beginning of a song *
Support for riffs and other
instruments added to the
end of a song * Support
for video game audio (e.g.
from a microphone) *
Support for text files
containing sound files
(e.g. lyrics, streamable
multimedia content) *
Support for any text file
with data encoded in
ISO-8859-1, Latin1 or
windows-1252 * Support
for any language (e.g.
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German, English, Spanish,
Japanese
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System Requirements For Tyberis Music Database:

Table of Contents
Features Swing,
Lumberjack, and Protect
Against Attacks
Checkpoint to Breakout
Defend, Attack, and Jump
Defend You can hold and
press to use your weapons
and jump. You can jump
by holding down the jump
button and pressing. You
can increase the number
of weapons you can hold
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with an upgrade. Swing
You can swing your sword
by pressing while
jumping. The swipe can
be further enhanced with
upgraded weapons.
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